Asian Mormons (August 2000) Stuart Kidd

The name of his friend is Aaron Simmons.

Kickshaws David Morice

"Long Time No E" The final 43 letters of the venerable pneumonoultramicroscopicsilicovolcano-coniosis

Nerveless Breakdown Farmer and Henley’s Slang and its Analogues (Arno Press Reprint, 1970) state that to be thrown on one’s beam ends is “to be in bad circumstances; hard-up.” The metaphor is drawn from seafaring life; a ship is said to be on her beam ends when she is so prostrated on her side by stress of weather or shifting of cargo that her lee rail is submerged.

Bananagrams 12 Edmund Conti

1 idea, aide 2 sleuth, hustle 3 caveat, vacate 4 doing, dingo 5 insane, Sienna 6 hoots, shoot 7 iciest, cities 8 umpire, impure 9 section, notices 10 seeing, genies